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VOLUME II -'ISSUE~
Left to right: BSU President John Keiser believes'"the Idaho legislature might pass a
tuitionbill in thefuture, (Photo by Brad Kurtz) JerryEv(Jns.S.uperifJfendant of Public
Instruction, .advocates tuition as a finaloption ..{Photo by Russ P.Markus) Governor
Evans opposes the charging of tuition in Idaho's universities. (Photo .by Brad Kurtz)
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HigherEducation'sRed Ink.
Will Tuitlo,nFill th~Gag1
by Colleen Bou.rhill .
OS1UDENT WHO shall
been a resident of the
Territory for one year,
next preceeding his
1
admission shall be re-
quired to pay any fees
. , for tuition in the Uni-
1iiO,; ..... _--' vcrsity, except ina pro-
fessional department and for extra
studies."
It is this provision, passed by the
Territorial Legislature of Idaho inJ889,
and still in the state's constitution, that'
prohibits Idaho's colleges and universities, .
from charging tuition; The phrase "except
in a professional department and for extra
studies" was interpreted by the legislature i
in' . 1973 to .mean that part-time' and
graduate students may be required to pay;
tuition. At this time, however, no resident'
student enrolled in an institution of higher
learning in Idaho pays tuition.
Seventy percent of Idaho's general ac-
.count tax revenues are earmarked' for;
education. A recent budget brief from thei
office of Idaho Governor John Evans
indicates that the general. account is
approximately 50 million dollars short of
earlier 1983 prediCtions. . .
There·is, then, an economic problem.
..The ..cost .'of e'.'college education is rising
,dramatically, and theamouni· of .state and
fedenilmoney avaiIablc:iomeet increasing.
, . -. '~ .' ~,:. -
ance," paying for lighting, heating, and
upkeep of classroom buildings.
.This fee breakdown seems to indicate
.that student fees are not being used to pay
faculty salaries. But there is a complicatior/.
In February, 1975,the Idaho StateBoard
of Education required Idaho's four largeSt
universities to adopt financial procedures
used by National Center for Higher
Education .Management Systems (NCH~!
EMS). The procedures, used by university,
systemsnationwide, were meant to help the .....
State Board pinpoint and compare the costs'!
of higher education. According to a paper!
issued by Governor Evans' office, the State'
Board knew how funds entered the higher,
education system (salariesrwages, operat~
log expenses, equipment purchases), but':
.the Board did not know just how the money]
was expended in tangible educational \
products (student programs, research.pub-]
lic service). . .: . " ;1'
. 'While thedlrectcost of instruciion-.is
limited to administrative salaries, the!
NCHEMS full cost of instruction.Ts a(·
.
r.e.d.' istrib.·uti.·.O. n.. o.frela.·ted ·f.·.ac..e.ts .:of C:ducati.n~an individual. Institutional support costs
such as plan services are included in th
'NCHEMS full cost of 'instruction;. . .,~. I
. The State Boardof Education,inorde .'
. to cOIl1.ply with' theconstitutionill provisio .
·af/dmeet the NCHEMSrequi!:ements us
two sets of definitjonsof instructional costs .
respectively: the direct cost--~hich i~'
.faculty salaries and .their secretaries s~l-
aries, and the NCHEMS .full cost deJ~ .
inition-which also includes thevinstitu-
tional support where $160 of each stUdenti~
fees are spent. ' '.
$160 of student fees applied to plant
maintenance, a institutional sUl=:,ort ser-
vice, is lumped together with other srpport .
services into "instruction," a NCHEM
full. cost area. This area also includes
faculty salaries. . i
. However, according to Ronald 'Rr,
Turner, Budget Director, Office of the
Vice-president atBSU, NCHEMS is just a\'
bookkeeping system that is used by the!
State Board. There is no money involved.]
only numbers on a computer printout: Thq .
student fee .money applied to budding'
maintenance by his office is not used to pay'
faculty salaries. Nor is it lumped into the
account that does pay faculty salaries. .'
BSU President'lohnKeiser said that
Idaho does, in effect, already have tuition .
It's just a matter of semantics, .he said. ;
.' .Even if the Idaho constitution was
a¥mended toallowtuition, Keiser mainf.
tamed, students would be' paying for
in.str.uctiona. I.COS~.s.., ..biI.tthest ..ate w.OU.lds.t~.1
have.to come up wIth the money for plapt ,
maintananceilildstudeni services now p~d
by students, It's just maintaining
Continued to page S-
costs is shrinking. '.
, Colleges nationwide are faced with
funding cutbacks and budget deficits and'
some aren't waiting. till next year to raise
fees. U.S. Student Association Chairman
Janice Fine said the sudden hikes "show a
.: complete and total lack of responsibility on
. the part of 'administrators and govern-
ments." In Pennsylvania, students went to .
court to .stop a $75.00 fee increase; .
)Vhere are the needed dollarsgoing to
come from in Idaho? There. is much
discussion in the legislature 'over the
possible passage of a.' tuition bill. Repret ..
-sentative Dan Kelly of Mountain Homel
introduced a bill lastvear that would hav~
amended Ida.'Jo;ii~!>nstitution· to".,; ovide
for imposition of tuition." The bill failed
by a narrow margin,
In his bill,' Kelly. deflnedi'tuition as
"instructional costs.'.' Under. the current
fee structure, none of the $400.5() paid by •
students each semester can be used 'for
instructional costs, defined as faculty
salaries and the salaries of their secretaries ..
Instead,. student .fee money goes to
support student services'~uch as student,
government. (i\SBSU),theHealthCenter;;
SUB ".operation," and athletics.$9();00·. j:;;'
applied tob(mds ori the ,.pav.i.I.lionand o.t.her!'
campus structures. ". . .' , .
Thehlrgest share of .student fees· goes/
into a'fund for "institutionalmainten-
"
• 'j
\
'j
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8 a.m. - 5.p..m.
Mon. - Frl.,
Siudent'
Union •• dg.
lobby
lFie .BOOKsrOREI:ub -Boise. State University .
Student Union BUilding
By Pacific News
Radio
Hitthe Desk
:i
l
1
I!.
The pentagon has turned the tables on
government efforts to reduce expenditures
for newfurniture. The general services
administration says Uncle Sam spent nearly
230 million dollars on new chairs, desks,
carpets and other office furnishings in
- fiscal I982--six times as much as in 198'1,
Almost 90 percent of that increase, says the
G.S.A., was a result of President Reagan's
efforts to beef up the defense department.
Washington Post, December I, 1982.
Video
The home video market would be
booming today if the 'industry's retailers
weren't so greedy. Viacom Cable executive
Charles Tolep says theeost of
manufacturing raw video tape is
dropping--to as low as $4 per full-length
cassette--but royalties and rental fees arc
boosting the consumer's cost to $100 and
up for a recorded feature. "They're asked
to pay this much out of one word," says
Tolep. "and this word is greed."
The nation's nuclear power plants arc
rusting away, and it's costing consumers
billions of dollars to clean up the mess.
One quarter of the nation's forty-eight
steam generated nuclear reactors are
corroding. Over the past ten years, rust has
cost utility customers up to 4.5 billion
dollars ... about $18 for every American
family that uses electricity. What's causing
the rust in the first place? Researchers at ,
the electric power research institute in .
, California's silicon valley blame it on
chemicals added--ironically--to make the
reactor water non-corrosive. Detroit News,
November28,1982.
Sloppy English
The Society of Unicorn Hunters is
looking for bad english. The society, based
at Lake Superior State College in Sault
Saint Marie, Michigan, is accepting
nominations for its "ninth annual New
Year's dishonor list of words banished
from the Queen's english for mis-,mal- or
over-use, as well as general worthlessness."
Entries so far include "state of the art,"
"tip of the iceberg," and, of course, "stay
the course." The society also placed a ban
on a person--Alexander Haig--for "Misuse
and abuse of the English language over an
extended period." The former Secretary of
State was ordered to stop using English for
six months, but no one can tell if he has
actually complied.
FEMA's Guide
The Federal Emergency Management
'Agency has compiled 15 articles full of
helpful hints on how to survive the big
blast. Nuclear Times magazine reports that
the series is to be published in newspapers .
around the country in the event of a nuclear
war, assuming we have a few days' warning
before the missiles arrive. Otherwise, we
would not get to read the final article,
entitled, !'Would survivors of nuclear
Attack Envy the Dead? ... Experts say 'No'
Other articles describe how to build a
"car-over-trench" fallout shelter in case
the bombs fall while you're on the road; tell
us to take two aspirin every three or tour
hours to treat early symptoms of radiation
sickness; and inform us how to prevent a
house fire, with the advice, "if a nuclear
explosion affects your home, go upstairs
immediately and .. .stamp out burning
drapes." FEMA does not say how to
convince the newspaper carrier to deliver
the papers to your doorstep once a nuclear
warning sounds. Nuclear Times, October,
1982.
,Clockwisefrol11 top left: Dr. David Taylor,
Vice-president of Student Affairs and Dr. Robert
Boren, Chairman of the Communication
Department, listen intently to ASBSUPresident
Marlyss Fairchild's appealto rescindSenate 8,(/1)4;. .
Senator Scott Smith urgedthe repeaI'Oj1Jil1:'i!l' ...... ":'
, dismantling the Broadcast Board; Dr. Ed ' , '
McCluskie, Communication Department professor. "---
and chair of KBSU's Broadcast Board, comments on allegations of the board's
ineffectiveness and KBSU Station Manager, Marla Legette and CarlSchieder, Program
Director, anxiously await the decision determing Legette's future at KBSU. (Photos by
Russ P. Markus)
KBSU Controversy_
by Mark Carnahan' . .6 .,'
The explanatory letter from KBSU
management to ASBSU President Marlyss
Fairchild that appeared in the last issue of
the University News, prompted an erner-
gency .meeting of the Senate charging,
KBSU with allegations of mismanagement.
As a result of the letter, Fairchild, at the
request of Senator Scott Smith, called the
emergency meeting on December 4, to
,consider rescinding Senate Act 14, the
, Broadcast Board Bill. ~~scinding the act
Continued to page 6, e
Lighting On Cam~us
by Mark Carnahan
, ASBSU President Marlyss Fairchild re-
centlyinitiated a project to increase
nighttime security on campus. Prompted by
student complaints of insufficient outside
lighting of the university at night, Fairchild
began seeking information from another
college to establish a Night Watch Program
at BSU.· :'
The Night Watch Program, a largely
successful undertaking at Moorhead Stale'
University in Moorhead, Minnesota, is the
basis for Fairchild's research. "It's very
much like a neighborhood watch system,
but it's campus oriented," states Fairchild.
"I think the program can be as effective as
the students want it to be."
Much of Fairchild's' project would
depend upon the outcome, of a study on
BSU parking conducted by Carl Walker
and Associates, a parking control firm
located in Denver. The report, to be:
completed in January, will evaluate the'
problems-created by the eventual cornple-
lion of the Morrison Center, due to open in
the fall of 1983, and the increasing parking
crunch BSU students will face in the future.
When the finished' Morrison Center is in
use, Towers residents will be forced to pa~k
atthe Pavilion lot, then walk a considerable
distance along the river, to get to their
dormitory.'
. The river area is also of primary concern
for campus security 'chief DonDavi~, for its
lack of sufficient lighting. -: " f
Because the, area .alongside the river ,IS
part of the greenbelt, the lighting is funded
and-maintained by the city instead of Boise
isn't any moneythere fornew lighting;"
McGinnis sai(1 that he is, however, looking
into ways tc imjjl'ove the mercury vapor
lights, the mostrcommon type found on
campus.
State. "Potentially, there could be a
problem," Davis said, ."but we haven't
experienced statistically that there is one.
We encourage that people walk together if
they're going to go out at night."
Physical Plant director Gene McGinnis
doesn't think the lighting is as bad as some
of the campuses he has been on, but he does
agree that, there are dink spots due to
inefficient lights.' , '
:'When you talk about lighting, we just
have so many other priorities. There just
ASBSU Report:
Senate
Meeting
by Tom Farley
There was dissent at the Nov. 29 Senate'
Caucus over whether the Senate should
approve funding for a poll which would
gauge the students' opinion regarding
KBSU. The vl,l-lidity--.Qf:.J!le-polJ was
questioned by Senator Naomi Peck. ""The
poll may not be valid," said Peck. "I don't
care how many doctors in this university
with their PhD.'s do it. .. the poll may still
not be valid."
Those supporting the poll argued that it
would be administered by professionals and
that it would represent il random sample of
students. "I'm getting frustrated with this
thing," said Senator Scott Smith. "I don't
see how you can say that the poll won't be
valid. It will be valid to plus or minus three
percent. "
Senator Peck then called to the attention
of the Senate ,that the poll must be
approved by the Senate before it can be
administered. A review of the election code
proved that the poll must indeed receive
majority approval beforehand. Senator
Smith then offered to make a motion at the
upcoming Senate meeting to approve the
poll and request funding to carry out the
project.
First on the agenda at the Decvl Senate
meeting was the President's' report from
ASBSU President Marlyss Fairchild. Fair-
child began by appointing Kelly Ward to
the Lobby Committee, Elise Balsch to the
Curriculum Committee, Arlene Nilo 10,'
the Promotion Committee and Tenure"
Committee, and Roy Elsner to the Tenure
Committee.
Next; President Fairchild announced
that there is $13,546.10 left in the
recreation board salary fund. Fairchild also-
reported that the intramurals program
presently offers 17 different activities to
BSU students, involving over 1200 total
students. -
Fairchild announced that the SPB has
received Senate approval to use $655 of
unused Homecoming allocation funds for
renting the film Star Wars.
Next, President Fairchild-read the pro-
posed changes in the 1982"83 administrative
budget. As none of the Senators were
prepared to make a motion to approve the
changes, it was necessary for the Senate to
recess for 3 minutes to formulate the
motion. After the recess, Senator Neil
Peterson made a motion to reallocate the
administrative budget by taking $1,000 out
of the travel fund, $1,000, out of office
supplies, reallocating $300 to the Lobby
Committee, $500 to the Associated Stu-
dents of Idaho, leaving a balance of $1,150
to the general fund. The motion passed
unanimously.
Senator Peterson then m'ade a motion to
-.-""--~I-~'-_.-
EndlessSutnmer
Researchers at the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration's Langley
Research Center have established that a
series of half-mile-wide solar reflectors
could be placed in orbit to provide the light
of fifty-six moons, illuminating major'
- population centers at night. There are
drawbacks, though: "Oneproblem would
be that most people probably would not
Iikeillumination all night," United Press
Internationalreponed. "The ecological
impact, such as the effects on plant' '
photosynthesis and wildlife habits, would
probably also be a problem." .,
The Progressive, Pee. 14, 1982
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The .University News owes its readers
an apology. Had the Coors ad on page 10
of last week's News been reviewed by the
editors of this newpaper prior to public-
ation, it would not have appeared on our
pages.
The editors of the News find the Coors
ad blatantly sexist, insulting to women, and
not even remotely in keeping with the
anti-sexist editorial policy of this newspa-
per. From the public response we gather
that many of our readers agree.
Publication of the ad is an embarassing
and damaging error, yet one from which
the News will gladly learn a lesson .
Actions speak louder than words. Con-
sequently:
• The News will refuse the revenues from
that ad and equally offensive ads which ran
ill that particular Coors campaign;
• The News will continue to maintain its
policy of refusing ads of a sexist nature, but
formalize thcrcview process to insure that
f
.i This insults
women.
quality of their product rather than by
catering to sexist. attitudes .•
Publishing last week's Coors ad was not
only an error that we regret, but also one
that wc'lI prevent repeating.
BM
journalistic tunnel vision doc, arid
the symptoms say 'terminal.' The
NewS raises its skirt to show off
its slip, and alii see is the hair 011
its legs. Remember; you have
purse strings that students can
pull. Swallow your pride and trim
the slanted fat off The News so it
fits BSU. Parade your views on
your own time, not with student
money to back you up. Give
. Fairchild.a little less space and the
students a little more.
I'm hoping you can do it. At
least, I'll pick UP" a paper. this
week to see if you ~ave.. .
" : Brian.Mason
Junior, Biology.Second, Ed.
your opinion known; become
involved in your student elections
next spring.
Vets'Day ::.
Dear Editor:
. .. r .
An open letter to-Randy Martin-
dale and Don Miller:
Everyone has their own percep-
tions of the Vietnam War in
particular and a concept of war in
general. . I was young during the
Vietnam era, too young to fight in
. it or, demonstrate against it. My
memories of ttare admittedly
clouded; but several of them have
made-such a deeplasting impres-
sion on me thatto this day I hate
war more than anything. When I
was 8 years old; a.family reunion
was held at Thanksgiving, My
uncle, newly returned from com-
bat, chose that occasion to make a
personai de.mon'stration against a
war he felt immoriU. He did this
by throwing all his medals into the
{ireplace in. full vfew of my very
conservative grandparents. His
courage and patriotism could not
be doubted as a medal of honor a
distinguished flying cross,' a
bronze and silver star, and 2
purple hearts were sent to their
ASBElection Merry Christmas,Lee D. Croft
Chairman
ASB Election BoardPetitions
"I've Tried",I would like to remind everyone
as they leave for the Christmas
season that when they return, the
ASB election petitions will be
available. If you have any interest
in where your student fees' go, I
would encourage you to think
about running for office or get-
ting involved in the election
process.
In these times of; money short-
falls and reduced budgets, every
student's input is necessary and
needed. If everyone would take a
good hard look at what their
interests are and tell their student
officials, you can become a vocal
force. The Board of Education
will listen if you speak a language
they understand, i.e. numbers of
students and numbers of dollars.
The upcoming elections will
have some very pertinent issues,
i.e., tuition, KBSU, parking, Uni-
versity News, Student Programs
Board, budget cuts, and athletic
ticket sales, to mime a few..
The candidate forms and peti-
tionswill be available January 17
until February 4, 1983, and. the
orientation meeting for can-
didates follows on February 7,
,1983.
Primary elections will beheld
February 23 and 24· with the
General election following on
March 16 and 17.
. Forums are planned so that you
can meet the candidates and hear
their stand on th~ issues. Make
Editor, the News;
OK. I've tried. God knows,I've
tried. Last year-Manley's. This
year-Manley's. Why do I pick up
a paper again every week? Let's
face it--"Phoebe & the Pigeon
People" just can't carry the rest
of this school's weekly rag (The
News, formerly the Armbiter--no
sic please); .'
. Your articles rarely provoke
thought. They don't even kick
thought hi the shins ..The opinions
expressed almost always cater to
psuedo-intellectual .punkers, or
people whose minds are so open
their brains have fallen. outvyou
know, stereojor-. mono)' typed.
'college kids' stuff-vote: for· the,'
whales, nuke the whales, rape the
whales, rock with .the whales. It's
.hard to keep the buzz going while
reading the mental floss or. fluff
you offer.
Is it po.ssible to be more
relevant, perhaps even. more
humourous and relaxing with The
News; can you 1;>emore in touch
with what IS going on .at ,this'
university?
It seems you write as if some
board of merit is analyzing you
for awards, not as though real
c'ollege students might be inter-
ested in reading The News (unreal
college students are not so easily
engaged). It's a bad case of
fiery grave. Other strong memo-
ries came from viewing the 1968
Democratic Convention and later
the "days of rage" on T. V. . Dear Editor: .
Those days. of relatively simple
wars are gone forever. We are OnNov, 24, as I was leaving a
faced with a future war which will late class, I saw a girl gel hit
punctuate human existence. It (lightly) in a crosswalk in front
takes rare courage for a newspa- of the' Administration Building.
per to denounce trends leading She was hit by a small pickup that
inexorably to that conflict. The I estimate was going 45 mph.
University News 'is to be com- More recently, on Dec. 2 at 10:10
mended for their effort. It is also a.m., I hada brown mustang pass
important to reveal those who me at 40 mph in the school zone in
seek to discredit the movement front of the Campus School.
which seeks sanity in the form of a When I asked the girl "riving the
nuclear arms freeze and disarrna- mustang "Do you know you were
.rnenr, Those leaders who lie about, doing 40 mph in a 20 mph school
the freeze movement frequently aone?" she said, "Well, I'm a
.find themselves lying about the student here andI don't have to
survivability of nuclear war. Top" listen to any of this bullshit,"and
officials have made plans to . 'she started to laugh as she rolled
protect.at all costs 206 people.who h~t~in~ciw.up ... ': . '.
own the bulldozers' necessary.to .13j:mgllwo}vedmPubhc Safety,
dig mass graves in the aftermath I see ~ehicle andpersonalInjiiry
.of the holocaust .. President Rea- inflicted as a result of carelessness
gan has ordered the "doomsday 'or error in judgement. My mo-
command" airplane to be lives for taking-time out to talk to
equipped with lead sheeting and the 'driver ofthe mustang was to
. .all windows on it blacked out so ' keep her from getting a ticket or
those' lucky enough to be in worse yet, being involved in an
command at that time won't have accident." . '.
toviewthe few. survivors retching I volunteer my time in safety
, from radiation 'sickness. To disre- because I care about people, but
gard these problems and treat the impression I got of the driver's
Veterans Day as usual would be a .attitude was one of: "I don't-
cruel trick to play on civilians and caret-It's none of: your bus-
veterans. alike. By glorifying war inessl-what'sit to you?"
with Veterans Day, the go"ern~': When she has kids, I hope she
mentonly makes it easier for war never sees a child hit by a car as I
to happen the' next and final time. have, and I hope she realizes very
soon that just because she is a
student, she still is required to
obey the speed laws.
NegligentDrivers
Sincerely,
Larry Purviance
384-1242
Sincerely,
N.A. Hall, Jr.
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Tuition
• Continued from cover
the status quo,' Keiser said. 'There's no
difference." . . .
Still, Keiser believes that a tuition bill
might someday be passed by the Idaho
legislature and be placed on a publicballot.
He declined to predict when that might
happen, but stressed the importance of the
ratio of student to state funds ..
The answer to the financial problems of
Idaho's higher education system lies in
increasing public. awareness of both the
problems and the general functions of the
schools, Keiser said. The greater the
public's understanding of the' issues in-
volved in higher education, the more likely
they are to vote yes on tax measures to
support higher education.
. The Idaho Education Association (lEA),
takes the same position. Abolishing student
fees and replacing them with tuition will
not affect the amount students or state pay
into education. What is needed is a change
in Idaho's tax structure that will increase
revenues, and thus increase the amount of
money available to Idaho's universities.
In a random phone survey of 1,460 Idaho
residents conducted in December 1981 by
lEA, 45 percent of respondents felt that too
little state and local money is being spent on
public education. .
Respondants were also asked if they
favored reducing programs because of a
lack of money or if they advocate providing
additional money, as needed, to continue
current programs. 46 percent of those
surveyed favor providing enough additonal
money to continue current programs. 26
percent favored a reduction in programs if
there was not enough money to pay for
them.
Dr. Frederick Stocker, a tax analyst and
economist from Ohio State University; was
hired by lEA to do an extensive review of
Idaho's tax structure.
An increase in sales tax was cited by
Stocker as the easiest and most obvious way
to increase tax revenue. He recommends
that the current 3 percent tax be raised to 3
and one half or 4 percent. .
Objections to an increased sales tax
exaggerate its impact on the poor, Stocker
said. The grocery credit, which allowspoor
Idahoans an income tax credit of I5.DO,
could be raised to sao.eo. But the public
services provided by the extra dollars
collected from a sales tax would be of
benefit to the poor, the report concluded.
steps should also be taken to raise
property taxes.' "The state has gone far
enough,". he said in his report, "perhaps
too far in removing tax burdens from
private property owners." .
Property taxes on business could be
increased also, Stocker says, without
i" hurting Idaho's economy. Stocker does not
~ advocate raising corporate income taxes
due to changes in federal tax rules for
'business. It would not be wise, he said, to
"cut loose from federal depreciation rules
and guidelines." Administration problems
and taxpayer compliance burdens make it
unacceptable, said Stocker's report.
The Governor
Also interested in adjusting various state
taxes to increase the dollars in the state
treasury is Governor Evans. Evans does
not believe Idaho schools should charge
tuition. He does think that another student
fee increase is inevitable. "I don't think
there is any question that that has tobe part
of the process of covering the (current)
'f shortfall in higher education."
If the Idaho legislature can "stay away"
from a constitutional amendment to intro-
duce tuitionin Idaho schools it will be more
difficult to raise the cost of education to the
student, Evans' said .. The constitutional
prohibition of'tuition provides, according
to Evans, a kind of built in "limitation on
the 'responsibility of the legislature." It
would simply be easier to raise tuition, once
adopted, than it is.to raise fees under the
current system.
There are alternatives to a fee increase,
Evans maintained. One of the .options
Evans indicated, involves closing tax
loopholes that allow some businesses and
individuals to pay less taxes. Those people '
paying taxes on a quarterly basis. pay more
taxes than independent businessmen who
pay taxes annually. . .' ., '
"I think that is most unfair," Evans
said. It is favoring a-class of people who
shouldn't be favored In' the (tax) process!'
Ba~ed on the advice of experts who
predicted a I~83 ul>~wi.!,1~il1:.Jl,1enational
President Keiser explains the present fee structure (Photo by Brad Kurtz).
'and local economy, Evans said' that
expected state revenue was set at 465
million for the 1983 fiscal year, which
started on July I, 1982.. '
Now that December is here, that figure
has been revised downward by about 45
million dollars. The economy did not
improve, Evans said, and to make matters
worse, tax breaks approved in expectation
of a good economic year have provided for
even more revenue shortages.
The tax breaks referred to by Evans
include the investment credit program, job
credit bill, and other measures passed last
year to give tax breaks to business. If
previous corporate tax laws had been
maintained; said Evans.. the state would
now have 50 million dollars more ... "None
of us ever anticipated that (the economy)
would go all the way through election year
without a substantial recovery. If ,
"we cannot just open the flood gates for
tax relief for business and industry. We
talked to business executives here and they
said they agree, If Governor Evans said,
referring to the job credit bill. "The
implementation of that needs to be
postponed for another year."
provide high quality instruction in edu-
cation," Evans 'commented. "It is 'only
when faced with severe cuts in enrollment
and a drop in the quality of education, that
lam willing to discuss tuition."
He favors tuition with a stipulation that
students pay no more than 25 percent of
instructional (faculty salary) costs. That
amount would be around $400, the same as
the current student fee. Fees, then, would
be accordingly reduced.
'Evans stated that the one percent
property tax initiative, passed by Idaho
voters in 1978, has indirectly hampered the
availability of funds for higher education.
Before 1978, property taxes were used to
finance Idaho's primary and secondary
educational system (grades K-12). With the
passage of the initiative, public schools
were allocated money that had previously
been allocated by the legislature to, colleges
and universities.
Idaho Task Force on
•Higher Education
, Established by the Idaho Association. of '.
Commerce and Industry (IACI), the Idaho
Task Force on .Higher Education is now
attempting to "conduct a comprehensive
study of postsecondary education in Idaho
and to formulate recommendations based
upon that study in order to insure that the
post-secondary education requirements of
the state of Idaho are met for the coming
decades .... "
A fact sheet on the Task Force identifies
four factors prompting the Task Force's
formation.
--The business community relies on
qualified college graduates to fill job
openings.
--Both the public and the business
Public Instruction-
Jerry. Evans, Superintendant of Public
Instruction and Board of Education mem-
ber, agreed with Ron Turner's assessment
of NCHEMS procedures. "Most everyone
understands," Evans said, "that an institu-
tion has iristructional programs and that
none of the fee money can go into that. So
there's no doubt-owe are not paying faculty
salaries out of student fees."
, "I am frustrated because it seems to me
we are facing a time when it is difficult to
:;" ,
community. want a lighter tax burden.
--Many believe that the overall quality of
higher education in Idaho is deteriorating.
--Higher education seems to be at a
crossroad. The entire system needs to be
evaluated for effectiveness. ' . ,
In order to gather. testimony, the Task
Force held meetings in towns throughout
the state. Although the preliminary work of
the Task Force is now done, Chairman
John Clute, Senior Vice-President and
General Counsel' of Boise Cascade Cor-
poration, emphasized the fact that no
recommendations will be made regarding
higher education in Idaho until February or
March, 1983. .
Asked if the Task Force will recommend
tuition as a way of solving financial
problems for Idaho schools, Clute would
only say that most of the people who were
interviewed or that gave testimony at one of
the public hearings thought the issue
irrelevant.
Students are already paying fees that are
the same as tuition, he said.' The issue is
actually what may be defined as a "fair"
increase in the amount of money students
pay, regardless of whether the money paid
is called fees or tuition.
Those who are incapable of paying more
to go to school should be assisted by state
financial aid, Clute added.
Clute insists that the Task Force's final
report will not sit on a shelf gathering dust.
He is hoping that a reasonable and
objective plan recommended by them will·
be implemented, putting Idaho back on
course financially and assuring excellence
in higher education.
There are, however, some people who
question the objectivity of'.the Task Force.
"This committee seems to think of edu-
cation as a kind of advanced vocational
training," stated Jayne Widmayer, asso-
ciate professor of English at BSU. Wid-
mayer testified at a Task Force public
meeting on November 9. She urged Task
Force members to consider that the basic
functions of education can't be entered on
a ledger sheet.
Clute, as Task Force Chairman, chose
not to address the role of athletics in higher
education. He thought the. issue too
controversial, "generating more heat than
light." ..
Politics
Idaho Representative Dan Kelly of
Mountain Home has sponsored a tuition
,bill in the legislature every year he has been
in .office. He's not planning one for the
1983 Legislative session, however. Kelly
says he plans to wait until the Task Force
presents its legislative recommendations
next fall. "I'm on that «r» Task.' Force,"
Kelly said, "and (tuition) is one of the
things we're discussing, I'm going to wait,
and see if that is one of thelr -recorn-
mendations, without jumping the gun on
them."
"I support tuition on the basis that
tuition can be used to pay instructional
salaries, while fees cannot." Kelly. would
not abolish the current fee structure, but
would supplement it with tuition. '
Instead of amending the constitution to
allow tuition, Kelly said,it might 'be
possible to go through the courts and argue
that tuition is already a reality if national
NCHEMS standards are applied.
"I believe we ought to keep the university
system as open and accessible to all
students as possible," said Gail Bray, Boise
District 17 Representative," and so I am
notin favor of raising fees or tuition."
Bray instead advocates consolidation of
programs and elimination of. needless
duplication of programs. "For a state our
size,we have an inordinate number of
universities," she said.
Bray suggests that closing certain sales
tax exemptions might create more revenue
for higher education. She would like those
exemptions to come up for review to see if
they can either be re-justified or eliminated.
Only inan emergency would Bray agree to
a 1 percent sales tax increase, and only if it
has a sunset clause (to terminate or review
the tax.) Eliminating exemptions . would
. broaden the tax base without a sales tax
hike. .
Although the. Idaho legislature met in
special session last week to discuss budget
deficits, they' came to no decisions. The
situation is serious, and some measures will
have to be taken by' the legislature in
January to ensure that the quality of
educatlonremains high in Idaho. Whether
those measures will include tuition, higher
. fees, or increased taxes remains to be seen •.
l
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. Mixon.poij'itedout-.
After an hour of heated.idebate, the
motion came to a vote andfailedto receive
a two-thirds majority, receivirtg only three
. votes in favor .of the motion, four
opposing. There' were two abstentions.
Senators Dennis White, Scott Day, Naomi
Peck, and Richard Jung voted against the
measure while Senators Scott Smith, Jim
Aguas, and. Cherice St. Clair voted in
favor. Senators Neil Peterson and Dean
Schmanski chose to remain neutral. The
Senate will now choose a subcommittee to
look into the revision of Senate Act 14.
KBSU.:Co,' "ntrove'rsy"bY motioning to repeal Senate Act ,.14
1-----'-------'-'--- '·becauseof the "ineffectiveness" of the
• Continued/rampage). ." .Broadcast Board. .' .
Both Dr. David Taylor, Vice President of
would have given the Senate the power to Student affairs, and Dr. Robert Boren,
fire KBSU GeneralManager Marla Legette. head of the Communication Department,
However, the measure failed to pass. emphasized thatthey were neither speaking
If the Senate had succeeded in firing for or against the motion, but they wanted
Legette, the front runner for her 'job was to know why the Senate wanted to rescind
last year's ASBSU President Tony Lund. the bill. .
An angry Legette confronted Lund in the Proponents to rescind the senate act
, Senate chambers before the hearing had contended that the Board failed to meet on
begun, saying, "I can't believe that you did a regular monthly basis. Senator Dennis
this." White stated that Dr. Ed McCluskie, Chair
Sc:nator Scott 'Smith started the meeting of the Broadcast' Board, had been' con-
tacted and refused to convene a meeting of
the board. Dr. McCluskie denied this,
saying he had never been contacted .
"Unless something specific comes up,"
remonstrated McCluskie; "there's no rea-
sonto have a rneetingof the Broadcast
.Board."
Former President Lund surprised no one
. by asking for an immediate repeal of the
bill. KBSU business manager, Charlotte
Mixon rebuffed this by stating that if Lund
was appointed to the job of' general
manager, he would receive no support from
the management at KBSU. "He (Lund) is
obviously gunning for her {Legette) job,"
Applicants must be BSU students,
have good grammar skills; and
write in an illustrative and engaging
fashion. Previous experience
preferred.
..,."
Apply at the University News 2ndFloorSUB
orca1l385~1464
WANTED
Sports Columnist Lea··r·n··.·.·.. lUg
. . ,
to ski.
How to enjoy TV
very much,
when you don't watch
very'much TV
If you're a person whose life .
doesn't revolve around the tele-
vision set, then United Cable
Television is perfect for you.
Because United Cable Television
is based ona Simple formula-- we
don't give you more to watch. we
give you more to choose from,
So that busy, active people can
. get exactly what they want to
watch, exactly when they want to
watch it. , .
It's News-- 24 hour headline
news, weather reports. or in-
depth news features. Plus a vari-
ety of information channels-- like
a shopper's guide and a health
and fitness network.
It's Sports -- Top flight events
like college football. NCAA bas-
ketball, championship boxing,
or WCT tennis- .a great variety
of events-snown ata variety of;
times for your convenience
It's Family Entertainment--
Disney movies, entertainment
specials, Christmas specials ..
Programs from independent sta-
tions across the countrv-. and
the exclusive children's channel,
Nickelodeon .
And. of course, It's Movies-
First run movies like, OnGolden
Pond. Ice Castles. Ragtimeand
The Border. Shown more than
once to fit into your busy
schedule.
Simply put. United Cable
Television is the best TV that
money can buy And it's not all
that much money either.
manit" . .UJ..C.G.bl.•..•·•tcz..lCZ. Vi.SiOnCorpoJCItion .:
. .
United Cable Television'S
Great Introductory Offer.
Free Installation: Act now and well mstall your cable free. You'll save up to $2000
$5.95 For the first three months: Save $12 on your subscription fee over the next
three months. Our reoular subscnpnon price. normally as low as $995 a month, has
been cut to a remarkable $5.95. .
You:1Ibe able to selectthe programs youwant to see from 28 difterent channels. You
can also purchase commercial free channels like Home Box Office and Showtime,
Subscribe now forthis limited time offer.
Now's the time to tryit out- United Cable Television. Look in your mailbox soon for
details or give us a Gall from 8am to 5pm-Monday through Friday.
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BSU ANDSAVE
UP TO
60%
ONAU YOUR
IN·STATE AND OUT OF
STATE LONG DiStANCE
TELEPHONE CALLS
Health Fair
This yearBSU will host Health
Fair '83, combining the five sites
from Health Fair, '82 in three big
days in the BSU Pavilion-April
22, 23, 24 (Friday, Saturday, and,
Sunday). Health Fair has two..
foci:Health Screening and Health
Education. Volunteers are needed
in many areas: Blood pressure
screening, blood drawing, col-
lating information, summary and
referral, etc. Medical and non-
medical skills alike are needed. A
major emphasis of Health Fair is
health education, and as many as
30-40 learning centers will be set
up on the pavilion floor offering
health information and teaching.
Departments on campus may
present information about their,
specialized area. Several depart-
ments have expressed interest in
creating optional projects for
their students during spring
semester-Le., radiation safety,
air quality problems. We hope to
have a model health fair sometime
in February for learning centers to
tryout, their programs, and for
volunteers in the screening areas
to gain expertise. For more infor-
mation contact Helen E. 'Holt at
Student Activities Office, 385-
1551. Learning center space must
be requested by mid January.
Let's have BSU be well repre-
sented at this community-wide
event.
{'tom
* SAVE ON ALL OUTGOING AND INCOMING LONG
DIS r ANCE CALLS
* CALL ANY PHONE, ANYWHERE IN THE CON,
TlNENTAL UNITED STA rES "NO SAVE UP TOGO""
* MAKE OUTGOING,LONG'DISTANCE CALLS FROM
ANY PUSH BunON PHONE IN BOISE USING YOUR
PERSONAL SECURITY ACCESS CODE
* AN OUTSTANDING VALUE FOR HOME AND
BUSINESS
'" NO HOOKUP FEE OR MONTHL Y
'jERVICE CHARGE
PUT ALL OF AMERICA AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS FOR LESS. MUCH LESS,
Let us show ,'OU hOW10 save
evervnrne you call long distance
BOdANGLES
,,~
CALL TODAY'
344-4302
cal/Amerlca
The LowCo!;t
Long Distance
,Telephone Call
Specialists
1431 W. l.nn.e1,
11.1 ...
13702
Debate
Semifinalists
Three rrnembers of the BSU
Speech and Debate Team were
semifinalists at the Southern Utah
State College Tournament in
Cedar City, Utah, Nov. 12-14.
Thirty-eight schools from Idaho,
Maryland, California, Wash-
ington, New Mexico, Montana,
Utah, Colorado, Wyoming and
Minnesota participated in the
Tournament. Semifinalists from
BSU were Mia Watson of Boise,
expository 'speaking; Richard
Wright of Napa, Calif., poetry;
Dawn Gains of Boise, poetry.
Carol Oliver of Boise won third
place in expository, speaking and
Gaines won fifth place in prose,
which qualified here to move on
to the second leg of the National
Individual Events Tournament
held in April.
"isitiXlg ___
Homemakers
,A visiting homemaker service is
now being coordinated by the
BSU School of Health' Sciences
'Department of Community and
Environmental Health. The
program's objective is to help
senior citizens remain in their
homes instead of going to nursing
homes, thus cutting health care
costs for them and the state.
Working with the homemaker
service are 17 full-time and part-
time homemakers who provide
basic housekeeping and personal
services for Ada and Elmore
county senior citizens who find
them difficult or impossible to do
for themselves. For' more infer-
rnation 'contact, Glenda Cassell
Hill.at 385-3985 .
.safet:v.:_"~-,:-,-~~-.-
Consultations
','Free safety and health consul-
,tation services will be available to
Idaho businesses and industries '
beginning this winter'; The BSUI,
. . Continued to page 10 •
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on a one-to-one basis and with non-residents pay $143 per class. days.
groups. Written and oral skills Full-time students may take tele- -Focus on.Society; two credits;
necessary,'. with, some knowledge courses ..without additional provides clues to understanding of
, of' office. procedures. Appoint. charge. Courses offered spring sociological events of our" time;
ment is for Spring semester 1983. semester are: . broadcast from noon to I p.m.
Remuneration includes $325 per - Oceanus: two credits; focuses Saturdays, beginning .Jan. 15,
month; 20hours per week. Apply on the rnarlne "environment; with repeat broadcasts at 12:30
at the Dean of Student Special broadcast from 2 p.m, to lp'.m. p.rn. Mondays and Wednesdays.
Services Offices- Room. 114; Ad- Sundays,beginning Jan. 16, with Students may register in room
ministration Building. Deadline repeat broadcasts at 7:30' a.m. 247 of the BSUlibrary, at the
for consideration of Student As- Wednesdays and Fridays. continuing education desk' at
sistant applications, is December - Personal Finance and Money drop/add Jan:•• 11 in . the BSU
29, 1982. Management: two credits; exam- gymnasium, or at open registra-
ines the basics of budgeting:and. tion Jan. 12 in the gymnasium.
buying, the. intricacies of. home For more information and regis-
ownership, income tax and invest- tration-by-mail forms.. write the
ment, and the wise use of. insur- Division of Continuing Educa-
ance, wills, and trusts; broadcast tion, BSU,I91O University Drive,
from 2 p.m. to 3 p.m, Saturdays, Boise 83725, or call Mary Wright
beginning Jan. 15, with. repeat at 385-3293;
broadcasts at 10 p.m, Fridays.
- America, the Second Century:
two credits; traces U.S. history
from the Centennial in 1976 to the,
present; broadcast from 11 a.m.
to' noon Saturdays, beginning
- .Continued/rom page 'I The Dean of Student Special
Services Office announces the
availability of the Student Assist-
ant to the Dean position for the
Spring semester 1983. The. respon-
sibilities include: (1) assists with
conducting exit interviews of stu-
dents withdrawing from the Uni-
versity; (2) assists with developing
.the .official Student Handbook;
(3) coordinates the University
Tutorial Program by recruiting
and scheduling tutors; maintain-
ing accurate records of assign-
ments and work-study time cards;
submits regular progress reports;
(4) assists with' the collection,
compilation, and presentation of
data for research projects, sur-
veys, and proposals;' (5) assists
with special student problems and
serves as general assistant for
other assigned duties within Stu-
dent Special Services. Applicants
must have a 2.5 GPA or above.
School of He:}lthSciences De~
,.partment of Community and
Environmental Health has been
granted a $202,000, contract to
provide the onsite consultations in
cooperation with the federal Oc-'
cupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) and the
State of Idaho.
The program is completely
separate from OSHA inspections,
and no citations will be issued or
penalities proposed' by the BSU
consultants, according to Dr.
Eldon H. Edmundson, the pro-
-ject's .direction. For more infer-
mati on about this BSU
community service for Idaho
businesses, contact Edmundson at
385-1562.
Telecourses
BSU will offer four telecourses
through the BSUDivision of
Continuing Education. All course
requirements, including examina-
tions, can be completed by mail.
While the courses do not fulfill
BSU core requirements, they may
be taken for elective credit. Part-
,Paying Fees by
.Credit Cards
Students taking continuingedu-
cation courses from' BSU spring
semester: for the first time at
BSU, major credit cards will be
accepted for payment of fees for
all off-campus courses or other
courses offered through the Divi-
sion of Continuing Education..
Ori-campus academic and voca-
tional-technical education' stu-
dents may not charge their fees'.
"We've just found that over the
last couple of years that students
are having a tougher and tougher
time paying all their fees at once.
This will just be an easier way for
them," said William Jensen,
director of the Division of Conti-
nuing Education. "The idea is
that we will be able to generate
additional enrollments, because
we are providing a service where
students can spread out the cost,"
he said: Continuing education is
self-supporting and can afford the
service charge if enrollments in-
crease as anticipated once the new
system begins, Jensen said. None
of . Idaho's four state-supported
institutions of higher learning
allow credit card payments. for
academic' and vocational-techni-
cal education courses. The Uni-
versity of Idaho accepts credit
cards for continuing education
correspondence courses, and all
of the state-supported schools
except BSU have some sort of
·deferred payment plan for student
fees.
When the party is BYOB(BringYourOwnBrushl,
.voufind out who your friends are. .
-\
Affirmative Action
A reactivated BSU Affirmative
Action Committee will meet bi-
weekly this winter to discuss such
matters as the BSU affirmative
action plan and sexual harrass-
ment policy. Economics professor-
Donald Holley will serve as
chairman of the committee, Other
members 'of the group are Donald
Canning, Dr. Alan Hausrath,
Stephen Hill, .Kathy Jablonski,
Kathy Noble, Bonnie Imbs,: Dr,
Anne Nelson,and Arnold Pan.
itch. BSU affirmative action
director Lee Mercy and personnel,
director Jane Buser are ex officio
committee members. According
to Buser; personnel and student
questions for the committee .or
requests to bring matters before
the group may be telephoned to
any of the committee members.
Committee discussions may also'
focus .on equal opportunity for
employment and promotion, job
applicant pools, work force ana-
lysis, and affirmative action goals
andobjectives, Buser said.
Hispanic
Scholarship FundFriends aren't hard to findwhen
you're out to share-a good time. But
the crowd sure thins out when
there's work to do. And the ones
who stick around deserve
something special.
.Tonight, let it beLowenbrau
The Idaho. Migrant Council
(IMC) has announced the start of
their 1983 Hispanic Scholarship
Fund Drive. The IMChopes to
raise $10,000 by S~ptember, 1983
to be used. to fund ten Idaho
Hispanic students for one year at
Idaho colleges and universities ..
During the 1982 school year, the
'project funded two students at
BSU. For more .information
about the IMC scholarships, con-
tact Jack-Alotto.jat the IMC's
Boise Office (34S-976I). .. .
Q
LowenlJrau1I1ere's,to·.good.friends.
" .' " .ClI~_~~M1llor~CO,:M_.WiI,
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vo~Tech F\1nding
Federal funding for vocational
education will come under ex-,
treme pressure during, the next
session of Congress,' which could
have damaging effects on training
and retraining the nation's work
force, according to U.S. Repre-
sentative Larry Craig (R-Idaho).
While addressing approximately
500 professional vocational edu-
cators at the American Vocational
Association's annual convention
in St. Louis, Craig informed the
group of a possible severe short-
age of well-trained workers need-
ed to operate America's modern-
ized factories. "Oudndustry is in
the process of retooling," said
Craig, ,"and so must vocational
education. During these times of
economic restraint, private indus-
try and vocational education must
• ~k a working relationship in
order to train and retrain the
nation's work force. The AFL-
CIO has already stated that 25
percent ~of the unemployed wil1
not return to their original jobs.
Those people need training, and
vocational education is one of the
tools to accomplish that object-
ive," Craig said. But he- warned
the educators that rising federal
deficits and a major push for a:
science, technology, and math bil1
in Congress could result in addi-
tional dollar squeezes from the
vocational education budget,
especially those programs not
associated with high technology.
Women of all ages are invited
to learn about breast self-exami-
nation. The Central District
Health Department is now offer-
ingbreast exams and individual
instruction by' personal appoint-
ment. A special walk-in clinic is
also scheduled every Thursday
from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m,
Women may have a personal
exam and learn about self-exam
procedures at this time. There is
no charge. If you are interested,
please call 375-5211, extension
293 and ask fora day or evening
appointment.
Approximately 60 positions wil1
be filled· this year in the Boise
National Forest, according to
Dale Stadtmueller, Personnel Of-
ficer for the Boise National
Forest. The positions being rec
cruitedfor include aids and
technicians in forestry, range,
engineering' and surveying. Fer-
estry positions are in timber,
recreation, and' fire prevention
and suppression. The jobs are
seasonal with the starting dates
,dependent upon' weather 'cond-
itions orthe type of assignment.
Applicants will be notified on
whether they were selected or not,
'~bythe middle of May at the latest.
Persons applying must be at least
18 years of age. Salaries willrange
from $4.69 to $6A3 per hour,
depending on the type of work
and the skills. of the employee ..
.'Those. applying for work in the
Boise National Forest must return
their application to the Regional
Office in Ogden, Utah between
December I, 1982 and January I,
1983. Applications, are available
at all forest .offices: The Boise
National, Forest Headquarters is .
located at 1750 Front Street in
Boise. Range District offices are
in Mountain Home, Idaho City,
Lowman, Emmett, and on Warm
Springs Avenue east of Boise. For
further information, please call
-Continued.to page 13 •
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(2 blocks from Bronco Stadium) •
~~ 342-1662 •
" ' ,Mon-Thurs 10·7. Fri & Satl 0·9 ••• "MOVIES SO NEW YOU'LL TASTE THE POPCORN" '.• •• * special Bsa student discount * •• •• Rental & Sales ••I •• .VCRs •• .Movies ~ •• • Video Games .'" ....... ,,~; .' •• •• ervs •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Have a M *A •S*H 885;-'!
Actual 1 m.er l.v~ boUie' filled with vodka
and complete 'dispensing system.,NQw
Bvallable anyourJdaho Sta\e Liquor Store ..
Re.flllabitt.', Great for home bars. $uper
idea for parties. Creative Gift,.ltem., . '
BA.WI'I~YI~1)lsrl'II~I~IN•••~O.'
SKOKIE,IL-eo PROOFORAlN~NEUTiw.SPlRlTS· '
tMTredemIItlTMIltlIth century.~ F1ImCOrp.~' .
learn to ski
bogus basin
boise, idaho
lET·YOURSELF GO'
DOWNHILL
( or even cross country )
CLASSES AVAILABLE FOR ALL
-ABILITIES
Ski LessonSchedule is available in Spring Catalog
under Alpine & X-C in Phys. Ed. Section.
$40.00 fee includes instruction and day-night lift
ticket." ,
NEW ADVANCED CLASSES
Alpine Academy
Introduction to all-terrain skiing
including Norpine & Racing
Ski Instructor Training Course
1,
l{
i
)
},
~
REGISTER FOR CLASSESON
JANUARY 12!
or January 11 if pre-registered
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 385 - 1570.
, • Soasan pass holders do naiquailly for lilt ticket,
New 1982-83 Guys and
Gals 1-piece
powdersuits
1/3Off!
"Challenger" Mens &
Ladies Powdersuit with
3M Thinsulate
insulation.
Reg. $180
$119.95
"Logan" Goose Down Filled
Vests for Guys & Gals
Reg. $80 $44.95
Outstanding value on this
vest with zip-snap front, -
windbreak collar, and
handwarmer pockets.
O.100PEucent WOOIS.klSweaters for Guysand Gals
'" '''.~'~g. $50 .: $34.98
In styles and colors to go
withany ski outfit! Mens'
sizes S-XL, Ladies sizes '
S~L
Mens & LadiesRagg Wool
Sweaters Our reg. $29.95
Warm $2488
85 % wool . •
15 % nylon
Ragg wool sweaters com e in
your choice of grey or green
m u lttc o to rs . Style #9111,9151
"Limelight" Mens &
Ladies Nylon Lined
Powdersuits
Reg. $135
$Q9.95
f:ralcROSSIGNOLbDKA
SALOMoN.
TYROUA
~ Insulated Poplin Blbbers
,~ for the Entire Family
Mens & Ladies Sizes
Stlye #9919 M&L
Reg. $90 $54.95 "STS" High Performance
Alpine Ski Package .
j, List $664.95
"Tremblant" Waxless
Cross Country Ski
Package
, List $194
$119.95
.• Trak "Tremblant"
Skis
• Trak "Trekker"
GOfetex boot
• Trak "Trakker"
binding's •
• Swix Fiberglass
poles
-Includes
Professional
Installation
Entire Stock '81-'82
.Ralchle Ski Boots- SalQmon,i727E" orTyrolia "360R"
Bindings
-I net udes'Proteaslonal
Installation and
Tune-up
~
400/0 Off!
DVNAMIC
Fischer "Softlite" or Dynamic
"MD6" Alpine Skis .
List up_tq$235
A1HIIOf4
Single Ski Bag
Reg $28.50
.$16.88 -
Double Ski Bag
Reg. $42.50
'$24888
, Your Choice $139.98
Strapless Ski Poles
List $15
IFIElICHe_
. "Europa 99" Metal Edge Cross
Country Skis $..89.95
List $135
Wood core construction for
durabi Iity" metal. edges for
stability and control
"2600" Bln~ing
List $99.95
,'$59.9540 % Off! $9.~~
Make qUick turns' .
. easily with these
lightweight ..
strapless poles
"
Designed for the'
aggressive
recreational skier.
With Tytolla safety
Ieature-Proqrarnmed
Diagonal Release~. .
Models to fit most
sports cars!
Corner of 3rd& Main
Corner otCurtis& Fairview
'NamPa ~
Weekdays 9:30 to 9
,saturday9jo7,
Surjday·.·1.0'·,lo.•.6 ..r
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declaration. It was .signed by and for theuItimate .total The enormous body is located
everyone present. The American elimination of the growing nucle- some 150,000 light years from'
group was led by Dr. Frank Press, ar threat to humanity," Earth in the Tarantula Nebula of
President of the National Aca- the Great Magellanic Cloud. The
derny of Sciences, and included sighting has been confirmed by
Nobel Laureate Charles Townes, W' ,0,'" rld British and American Astro-
who chaired the committee that nomers. Professor Wolfhard
advised President Reagan on MX' Schlosser, Director of Bochum's
deployment. Among the other ', SU, perstar Institute for Astronomy, -says his
The Idaho' Parks & Recreation signers were Sir Andrew Huxley, ' 'II ' 'Presid f h team IS su trying to produce
Board meeting was heldin BOI's'e rest ent 0 t e Royal Society of, B" h P ideri sharper, clearer images of the
On December 2. Main item, on the rrtain, t e resi entof. the StarR 136a, hailed as a greatF h A d f S . d body, which was sighted by theagenda was user fees for calendar renc ca emy 0 ciences, an disco,very when it was sighted A large number of medium,-
83 Th . 'th V' P id t f h S' . Institute's radiotelescope in Chile.year 19 " em-season camping ~ Ice- resi en 0 ' t e oviet earlie r this year by astronomers sized bus,inesses could generate
C' 'II . th m ' Academy It w ' t' f,th They are also looking for relativeslee WI remam$ e sa ~ as m . as a mee mg 0 e from Bochum's Ruhr University, part of their own electricity
previous years - 5 per vehicle per minds among the highest echelons of R 136a, in other galaxies, he
nightfor campsites withouthook- of world science and of the is upsetting astrophysical theory said, This Week in Germany, efficiently, This is the conclusion
ups and $7 for campsites with Catholic Church, people who and posing hard-to-answer November 19, IR82. of a study by the Society, for
hookups. The off-season camping h dl d f. h' questions, One hundred mil1ion Decentralized Energy in Ludwigs-
rate was adjusted downward to ,ar yare note ort e support . b . h h h ' b (S bl Th d In f di 1 f ' id I times fig ter t an t e sun, Star R D 11 S' urg wa ia). e stu y a so
one-half of the in-season camping 0 ra rca nnge leas, t was a 0 ar oarsf id I 'I I" I 136a is the larges t star' ever concludes that the in-house gen-fee. The fee for camping in group 0 I eo ogrcar, po mea ,
d eli is di it D it II sighted. Previously, stars between era ted electricity would becheaperprimitive campgrounds (when an r IglOUS iverst y, espi e a
either central water or flush toilet this, they came out unanimously 20 and 30 times the size of the sun . At Deutch Marks (DM) 2,5899 than' current purchased from a
facilities are not provided, such as for curbing the development, had been, seen and current theory on Monday (Nov, 8), the dollar utility, New economies in
at Winchester Lake State Park) production, and deployment of allows for a maximum size of 100 was at a 7?-month high, On recycling space-heating are also
was reduced to $2,50 per night per nuclear weapons, against the first times larger than the sun, beyond Thursday morning (Nov. II), new ,recommended, This' Week in
vehicle, year around, Park Opera- use of these deadly instruments, which the star should disintegrate, of Brezhnev's death drove the rate Germany, November 12, 1982.tions Bureau Chief Bill Dokken , ..,..- :......._'--.....:.; .:...-__ -=--__ :....... -.:.. -1
noted that this reduction was
implemented to encourage out-
door recreationists to utilize their
state parks for winter time activi-
ties,
Newshriefs toDM 2.60, with the noon fixing
at DM 2.5926. The heavy trading
is general1y attributed to an
eagerness to invest in the booming
American stock and bond market.
This Week in Germany,
November 12, 1982.
• Continued/rom page II
the Boise National Forest Per-
sonnel Office at334-1537,
Idaho Parks
Generate Your Own
National
Avoiding Nuclear
War
.-.
The organization Religion and
Science Against Nuclear Weapons'
said in a recent press release:
"A significant event took place
this September: ; the Pontifical
Academy, an [nternationalbody
of 70 prominent scientists advis-,
ing theVthican','on scientific
matters,' invited to' its home in
Rome the "presidents or repre-,
sentativesof the most important
'Academies of Science .from all
over the world iiI order 10 issue a
~declaration ,09 ·t,he'9angs~$,- ..: of.,
nuclear war: Thij1y-five National'
Academies respcnded tothe call,'
six of them fraln behind the Iron
'Curtain, most them' repjesentea,
by their presidents .••Theconferees
'shared ·a'deep'concern: 'that,
humankind is confronted today
with a threat unprecedented in
history, arising;frpm. the 'lllassive .
'and competitive accumulation of
nuclear. weapOlls.".They, ag)'eed
.that science can 'offer ttieworld no:
:real def~nse against the conse-
quences of nuclear war. All
disputes--whcth~i political: ,eco-
nomic, ideological,or religious--
were Jelt to be insignificant
compared 'to the consequences Of
nuclear war; They concurred that
a meaningful. peace cannot be
achieved only through intelli-,
genee, but also needs the power
generated by moral .conviction.
Their declaration emphasized that
the superpowers ,have a special
obligation to set an example in
reducing armaments and to create
a climate conducive to non-proli-
. feration. They appealed to nation--
alleaders to take the initiative in
reducing the risk of nuclear war
by looking' beyond narrow con-
cerns for temporary national
advantage; to scientists, 'to use
their creativity for the betterment
of human life and to- apply their
ingenuity'in exploring means of
avoiding nuclear war and develop-
ing practical methods of arms.
control; to religious leaders and
other -:-custodians of moral prin~
ciples, to proclaim forcefully and
persistently the grave human
issues at stake so that these are
fully understood and appreciated
by, society; to. people everyWhere,
to reaffirm their faith in the
destiny of humankind, to insist
thatthe avoidance' of war is a
comJ11onresponsibility, to combat'
the beliefthat nuclear conflict- is
unavoidable, and to labor unceas-
ingly towards ensuring the.,future
. of generations tocome.Th~ Pope
. came personally to. the meeting
and approv~ ,wholeheartedly the·
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AFTER DECEMBER 17,
THIS MAY BE THE ONLY WAYYOU CAN SEE THE WHO.
CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK PRESENTS THE WHO: THE FINAL CONCERT .
BROUGHT TO YOU BY SCHLITZ-liTHE TASTE THAT ROCKS AMERICA."
Schlitz Beer brought The WHO to 32 cities
this year. And now, Campus Entertainment
Network, with the support of Schlitz, brings
you The WHO, live, December17 for what
.may he the last time. .
CEN Colleges enjoy many unique entertain-
mentevents like The WHO presented live via
satellite. You can share in this historic event
:with niilIio!1s of.\VHO fans atCEN campuses
and large screen concert video centers every-
. . ". where, .
A LIVEmf(j SATELLiTEPRESENTATION
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR STUDENTACTIVITIES BOARD
OR YOUR LOCAL ROCK RADIO STATION.
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By jay Lyneh
& Gary Whimey
The Real Puezle'
by Don Rubin
You won't need an optical
scanner to solve this puzzle,
though it certainly wouldn't
hurt. All the information you
need is right before your
photoeells ..
Using the data provided.
see if you can decode the giant
Universal Product Code at the
right. Register your solution
(the correct numerical subti-
tle) in the space beneath the
symbol.
Had enough of these crazy
puzzles? Want to get even
with Don Rubin and win $10
to boot? Send your original
ideas for a Real Puzzle to
Real Puzzle. United Feature
Syndicate, csre of this news-
paper. All entries will become
property of UFS. Inc. (You
only win the money if we use
your puzzle Idea.)
. RENT I.T .
ff':' al.)l.K .'
:TV&APPLlANCE:
• TV -'STEREO - YCR - •
• WASHER & DRYERS - •
• REFA. - MICROWAVE •
• - DISHWASHER •- ,
. RENT TO OWN'
By Day. Week. ry1o.,
• ND DEPOSIT , ..
• CREDIT AJlIIROVEDIHSTOAE •
• DELIVERY •
• 5263EMERALD. 8
• ,376-78,30 . •....~ .
- Lotion Notions ~
!::==-+-~-----=!:'--te~'- .--'-:e.e~--=--e-t.~-~ee----~.=---e_.-~mmll-. _e_
ATIENTION
" SKIERS
WE HAVE THESE PRODUCTS •
Lip Balm with PABA
Aloe Vera Tanning lotion
with PABA '
, Sport Cream
rvm greasy - good lor cold. sun & wind
Jojoba Oil Moisturizer
208 N. 9th street
344-1776
~ -
First you're a Navy Nurse. Professional environme!"L
Opportunity for advanced training. Immediate supervisory
responsibility.· . .. .' .
,And you're aNavy Officer. Travel,adventure, salary and benefits.
competitive to civilian nursing. . ..... ..
. Requirements: BSN degree, or th~ee-year !:hploma program with
1 year related work experience. For tntormatton call:
(Boise): Ray Bailey 800-547-2024Toll Fre~ '.
Register
© 1982lJniled Featla'e Syndicale.!nc
•
WELL'
DRinK
NITE
MONDAY 9 TIL MIDNIGffT '
81487 N CI5i'~=~,.oI••
• Twin 'Cilia
·.P~cClii.::O
! .lfa __ ~""Dislby l.A. TlmuSyod
"You were righI, someone /s smuggling concrete to .
the Indiana."
",.....,._,_._~
Quick! The solution to Write
Away! is (top to bottom): IS, .
16.7,10,3,8.14,11.2,13,5,9,
1. 12,6 and 4.
',-.':;.
Starting December 8, 1982:
LDS - Hear Lisa testify how Mormon
history opened her eyes. 24-hr. recorded
message: 376-5885.
Starting December IS, 1982:
Book oj Mormon - "Most correct of all
Books on Earth" as Joseph Smith said?
2A-hr. recorded message: 376-5885.
Delux
Darber Styling Shop
STYUNG FUR MEN &: WUMEN
Hour« 7:30 - 5:30 MUll. - Sill I'hull" :U-I-2681
Appuillllllilll. Ink .... W,·d. ~\ Thur •. 81h SIr .... 1 Mtlrk e rpla« ...
1S6.·· hnir ('111. 810 .•0 .1\'1.... humpoe $9.00 with BSU 10.
NAVY NURSING:
2 CAREERS IN1!
NAY.YO.· FFICERSGETRESPOIISI.ILITYF~ST.
. . .. .. ' .. ' .. "; . . . ' .. ", ....
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RICHARD PRYOR
JACKIE GLEASON
'.•
"The only gnu that's fit
to print".
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Brad Martin
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Sue Noack
Dave Sneddon
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- Breck Duncan
Roxie Kelly
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The University News is
published weekly by the
students of Boise Stale
University. Contributions
and advertising are
, solicited; the editors
reserve all rights. Offices
are located .on the 2nd
floor of the SUB. Hours 9
a.m, to 5 p.m; Monday ,
thru Friday. 385-1464.
Get a full year of Th~
University News for $6.
Allow 2 weeks for
delivery. Tile University
News, 1910 University
Drive, Boise, Idaho
83725. '
'Name:
Attract Attention I
\ I
, ~:I
. ~-
_ ... ~ By becomin~a .
" ~~~FeatureWrlterG I\\\\'\~'
1~''1 or
"
Address;
,City: St. Zip
When Jackie Gleason told his son
he could have any present he wanted.
he picked the most outrageous gift of all.,,
Richard Pryor.
~G]@lllGUIOINC£IUGCllliD:JB RASmII Q
L~~~~I~~-;-.Qrll-~~(;;;iI~~ ~lnlS~DHID!:I!!9~"'>O<'_'''P<1I, .. \-e ~
\Staff Writer
II
for The News.
,.'Put it on you~ family's, Ch_risbnas list~!:. If interested please contact:
The University News, 2nd floor SUB,
or ca1l385~1464.
Experience necessary!mMANNTHEAT.RES@)~, .MANN4.~ ~10378 OVERLAND RD. . .'
Good times offer:
Brighten up your wall with a reflec-
tion of your goqd taste. For this
.unlquets'<square mirror ina
.sturdy frame, just"send this cou-
pon, along with a check or
money ordertor $9.95 perrnir-
ror (no cash please) to:
Seagrams 7 Crown Mirmr
Offer, P.O. Box 1622, New
York;N'.y: 101~2.
Name,__ ~ __ ---,-_--,__ -:---::..,..-__ ,,-- _
(PleasePrlnl)
Address;_...,-~...,-_~---,-~ __ ...,- ~ _
City ~-- ---'State.--'----'---'-~-J-Zip,-----
r!Specifyquantity. Amount enclosed $_' _ __'_ __
OIler eyplres June 30; 19l13.No purchase necessary.
". New York residents add 8.25% sales lax.
PlellSe allow 410 6 weaks torthlprnenl.
BSU 0 B3
PAo~;i6:;-UNlVERSlTYNEWS. -DECEMBER 9·/5,1982:
lC 1982 SEAGIW!l DISIlllERS CO., N.V.C.AMalICAH VMSm-A 1lt.£1ID. 80 PROOF."SeYen-Up" and "7lF: are lradem~ ollhe Seven-Up COOlpany.,
